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Polarization workshop

• Talks from our collaborators: Ivan Koop, Nikolai 
Muchnoi, Eliana Gianfelice-Wendt

• My impression was that the participants are more 
interested about polarization per-ce and not 
resonant depolarization as a tool to measure the 
energy. So, the discussion was very theoretical 
and things like systematic errors of energy 
determination were not touched.

• Longitudinal polarization was discussed in equal 
footing with transverse polarization



Conference proper

• Format: four days, morning plenaries 
afternoon parallel

• Three plenaries from FCC:

– MK: FCC status

– Mogens Dam: FCC-ee status

– Michelangelo Mangano: FCC-hh and HE-LHC



Conference schedule



Chairman of ICFA

• He presented a luminosity plot comparing different 
e+e- collider options

• ILC appears with many different options to have 
luminosities at 250GeV ranging from 1.3 to 5E34 .

• FCC-ee appears with a luminosity of 8.5E34 at 240GeV
• It is not mentioned if the luminosities presented are 

per IP





Fast forward to the FCC-ee
presentation…

• FCC-ee luminosity at 240GeV with 2IPs is 
17E34



Lepton collider luminosities

c.m. energy [GeV]
Z 

91 GeV
WW

160 GeV

ZH

240 GeV

ttbar

350 GeV
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Private communication with G. Taylor

• Naturally after the morning session we discussed 
the discrepancies between the luminosities in the 
two presentations.

• Geoff seemed unaware about the difference of a 
factor 10 in luminosity between the ILC and the 
FCC-ee at the HZ

• Emails and clarifications were exchanged with 
Keisuke Fujii. The higher lumi numbers of ILC 
have never been published, I encouraged them to 
do so.



Only the possibility of a 
luminosity upgrade is 
mentioned in this document, 
no numbers are given







FCC talks

• First time that the “integrated project” has 
been presented outside CERN (to my 
knowledge)

• It immediately prompted a question from 
Qing Qin (why have we changed our minds)



F. Gianotti 
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FCC – tunnel integration in arcs

FCC-ee            FCC-hh

5.5 m inner diameter



19%

51%

30%

Technical infrastr.(2000
MCHF)
Civil (5400 MCHF)

Accelerator (3100
MCHF)

Cost comparison of CEPC, FCC-ee
CEPC FCC-ee (detectors not included)

Future Circular Collider, The Lepton Collider 

(FCC-ee) V1.5 (2018-12-17)

CEPC CDR

• Note that the relative portion for civil engineering and 
technical infrastructure is much smaller in CEPC than FCC-ee.

• The cost for FCC-ee roughly agrees with scaling from LEP 
(1/3.5) including ∼150% inflation adjustment of CHF since 
1985. 

* tt needs additional costs for RF 

and cryogenics.
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Mogens: slide on theory effort needed



Michelangelo: Higgs couplings



Jie Gao: CEPC status 

Length

Quads: 2m
Sext: 1m
Corr: 1m



Comparison of arc magnets

• FCC-ee quadrupole: 3.1m magnetic length

• CEPC quadrupole: 2m

• FCC-ee sextupole: 1.4m magnetic length

• CEPC sextupole: 1m

• CEPC will have increased power compared to 
FCC-ee





CEPC had to increase the size of FF quads from 2m to 3m (FCC-ee: 3.2m)





CEPC movies

• Jie Gao showed us a very sleek, very 
professional, very impressive 4min20 film of 
how CEPC would look like.

• Done by the civil engineering company for 
free using BIM



CEPC MDI



The FCC-ee baseline solution 
• L* = 2.2m; 30mrad opening angle between beamlines – elegant solution satisfying all requirements
• Luminometer needs to fit in front of magnetic elements and as far back as possible to have a decent rate
• FF quads sit in a zero longitudinal field region (integral of solenoid field <50mTm ) encompassed by a screening 

solenoid which needs to extend to L* of 2.0m    
• A compensating solenoid must sit between the screening solenoid and luminometer to ensure an integral field of 

zero             

FF quads
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IP

Luminometer

Compensating 
solenoid

Screening 
solenoid

Unlike linear colliders, 
we are facing the 
challenge of FF quads 
inside the detector!

This is the design with the 
minimum number of magnetic 
elements. More complex designs 
were disfavoured at this stage.



Lumical

• CEPC has chosen a lumical design split in two 
parts: a “pre-shower-tracker” sitting at 0.65m 
and a “calorimeter” sitting behind a lot of 
material (mechanical gears, flanges, etc) at 
0.95m from the IP.



Sha Bai







Comparison between CEPC and FCC-ee
MDI region

CEPC FCC_ee

Collision angle 33mrad 30 mrad

MDI cone 118 mrad 100 mrad

Screening solenoid L* 2.07 m 2.0 m 

Compensating solenoid L* 1.15 m 1.23 m

Lumical L* 0.97 m + 0.65 m (tracker) 1.074 m

Beam pipe central 28mm (ID) X 14cm 30mm(ID) X 25cm

Beam pipe @ QD0 20mm (inner diameter) 30mm (inner diameter)

CEPC values approximate



Beam pipe considerations

There were interesting discussions regarding the beam 
pipe which we need to think about:
• Can we have the central beam pipe with only 

conductive cooling, to reduce the amount of material? 
• Can we have a smaller beam pipe? (at least for some of 

the physics)
• A smaller beam pipe would have

– Smaller physical aperture
– More difficult masking from SR
– Higher resistive heating (power loss is inversely 

proportional to radius – het dissipation per square cm of 
beam pipe is inversely proportional to the square of the 
radius)



Beam size around the IP



Aperture 

Going from 30
to 20mm

+-25

+-15

+-23

+-29

Physical aperture limitation at the end of QC1L3 – the 
beam pipe increases in diameter for QC2



CEPC Power consumption

94% of FCC-ee
for 60% SR

57% of FCC-ee
for 16% SR

16.5MW



FCC-ee power comsumption



ILC talk

No mention of performance or comparison with other projects



Yifang Wang  statement



Round table

Only written remarks by Hitoshi Yamamoto



ILC statement at the round table: 
Hitoshi YAMAMOTO





ILC performance

• Yamamoto-san stated:

– Factor of 2.5 from polarization

– Factor of 2 from no. of bunches

– Factor of 2 from repetition rate

• Total lumi factor: 10 – so equivalent to FCC-ee
with 2IPs at the Higgs





7 March

• Yamamoto-san was asked what would the answer 
of the Japanese government be on the 7 March

• He said that in his opinion the Japanese 
government will say yes to the project, provided 
international (financial) support can be obtained

• He thought that this process (high-level talks with 
other governments) will take a further two years

• Michelangelo made a comment saying that to his 
mind the negotiations will take considerably 
longer, five years, and such a long period of 
uncertainty will not be good for the field.



My comments regarding the ILC

I find it very good that the discussion with our 
ILC colleagues has shifted from purely political 
arguments (readiness of project, timescales) to a 
more technical discussion where the relative 
merits of the projects and their performance is 
taken into account.



End


